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Using exact-diagonalization techniques supplemented by a Dyson equation embedding procedure, the trans-
port properties of multilevel quantum dots are investigated in the Kondo regime. The conductance can be
decomposed into the contributions of each level. It is shown that these channels can carry a different phase, and
destructive interference processes are observed when the phase difference between them is ±p. This effect is
very different from those observed in bulk metals with magnetic impurities, where the phase differences play
no significant role. The effect is also different from other recent studies of interference processes in dots, as
discussed in the text. In particular, no external magnetic field is introduced here, and the dot-leads hopping
amplitude for all levels are the same. However, conductance cancellations induced by interactions are still
observed. Another interesting effect reported here is the formation of localized states that do not participate in
the transport. When one of these states crosses the Fermi level, the electronic occupation of the quantum dot
changes, modifying the many-body physics of the system and indirectly affecting the transport properties.
Unusual discontinuities between two finite conductance values can occur as the gate voltage is varied, as
discussed here.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the several interesting potential applications of
nanostructures and nanodevices is their role as a small-size
test ground for the analysis of the influence of many-body
interactions in the physics of strongly correlated electronic
systems. These correlation effects are believed to be of cru-
cial importance in many bulk materials, such as high-
temperature superconductors and manganites, but there is no
universal agreement on what formalism is most appropriate
for their study. Verifying the accuracy of simple model
Hamiltonians in nanoscale systems can provide an important
test of the overall validity of the theoretical formalism.
Moreover, several compounds are believed to spontaneously
form a complex pattern of nanoislands,1 and, as a conse-
quence, accurate studies of a small number of atoms can
produce interesting information even for bulk materials.

In addition, unusual effects can and do emerge from the
quantum behavior of electrons in small environments, which
are not obviously present in bulk systems. If quantum dots
are considered as parts of electronic circuits, it is important
to understand the properties that may arise due to the discrete
nature of the quantized states, the influence of spin interac-
tions, and the coherence of the wave functions in small sys-
tems that requires a fully quantum description of the prob-
lem. It is only recently that this complicated physics is
starting to be studied and different effects have already been
found. A typical case is provided by the Kondo effect,2

which in the bulk produces an increase in the resistance of a
sample below the Kondo temperatureTK. On the contrary, in
mesoscopic systems, such as quantum dots, the same effect
actually leads to adecreasein the resistance because the
Kondo resonance provides another channel for transport.3,4

The analysis of dots is not a mere academic problem. For
example, transport properties at low temperatures across
quantums dots(QDs) have received considerable attention in
the last few years mainly due to the possibility of using these

structures in quantum computing and spintronics. More spe-
cifically, two coupled quantum dots(2QD) have been pro-
posed to represent tunable qubit circuits,5 where the spin
interaction between the electrons in the dots defines the two
states of the qubit. These 2QD systems had been extensively
studied.6,7 For all these reasons, the study of interacting elec-
trons in nanosystems and its associated quantum transport is
very important for progress in condensed matter physics in
general.

In several previous studies it has been usuallyassumed
that, e.g., the 2QD have only one localized spin per dot,
since only one level is assumed active in each dot. For the
success of these proposals, it is important to understand the
role played by other levels in the QDs(i.e., consideringmul-
tilevel dots), providing part of the motivation for the work
presented here. In addition, to properly perform these subtle
studies it is crucial to carry out the calculations usingunbi-
ased techniques that do not assume properties of familiar
states that arise from previous experience with bulk materi-
als. Concepts, such as Fermi liquids, are and must be chal-
lenged in this context because there is no reason to expect
that nanoscopic entities will admit a similar description. Ide-
ally, the calculations should make the least possible number
of assumptions, and in this framework, it is important to
develop and use suitablenumerical techniques to handle
these complicated fully quantum problems accurately. For
this reason, the calculations discussed below were carried out
with a powerful numerical method that has been recently
developed.

Other interesting investigations in this context have pro-
posed the use of quantum dots asinterferometersin the
Aharanov-Bohm (AB) geometry with external magnetic
fields applied.8,9 In general, previous efforts have considered
a magnetic flux enclosed in two possibles paths for the elec-
trons. In these studies, the tunneling matrix elements are de-
fined with an explicit phase factor that represents the mag-
netic flux. These investigations have shown that narrowdips
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in the conductance could appear as a consequence of phase
interference in the AB circuit, for electrons moving through
different pathways. Recent theoretical investigations in AB
rings have shown topological charge phase transitions that
can induce interferences.10 These transitions are driven by
changes in the symmetry of the ground state. Other investi-
gations have also found conductance cancellations for the
case of two quantum dots, individually connected to leads
and among themselves.11 This effect is present even using
one-body interactions in the formalism, and it is caused by
interference effects between two different paths in the geom-
etry of the problem.

One additional important motivation for the analysis dis-
cussed in the present paper is to find alternative sources of
interference among wave functions that can also lead to dips
in conductance,in the absence of external fields and also in
the absence of obviously distinct paths. Effects of this variety
were first addressed in multilevel dots by Silvaet al. and
Kim and Hershfeld,12 where the consequences of having tun-
neling matrix elements with different signs in a multilevel
QD and in an AB circuit were discussed. These authors
showed that the matrix-element signs are important to deter-
mine the global phase of the electrons when they cross the
QD. Also, arrays of odd-number interacting single-level
quantum dots have interesting zeros in the conductance as
the gate voltage varies.13

In the investigations presented here, we consider a system
composed of one or more quantum dots—each with two ac-
tive levels and including the Hubbard many-body
interactions—coupled to ideal single-channel leads. In gate-
voltage regimes, where there is only one electron in the QD,
the usual Kondo physics3 can be found in the low-
temperature regime. The coupling between the spin in the
QD and the spins in the leads creates a resonance at the
Fermi level that contributes to the transport. When a second
electron enters in the QD, a more interesting physics is ob-
served because now the total spin of the system(singlet or
triplet) plays an important role.14–16 One of the main results
of our investigations is that the two levels of dots studied
here can act as different channels that individually contribute
to the overall conductance with their own phase. This phase
plays a role similar to that of a magnetic field in the AB
interferometer, and it can induce constructive or destructive
interferences. Below, it is explicitly shown that a phase difer-
ence ofp can exist between the two channels, even if there is
no explicit difference between their hopping amplitudes and
Coulombic interactions. Only a tiny difference in the ener-
gies of the two levels is needed for the effect to develop, as
well as a nonzero Hubbard coupling, which is required to
produce the Kondo physics. It should be remarked that this
phase difference is different from the phase measured in
some QD experiments17 because it isinternal to the QD. A
magnetic field is not necessary to observe this interference.

Other recent investigations have also focused on systems
that present interference processes even without magnetic
fields or explicitly different paths. For instance, Hofstetter
and Schoeller analyzed lateral quantum dots near thesinglet-
triplet degeneracy point, which occurs from the competition
of the Hund rule’s coupling, that favors the triplet and the
nonzero energy difference between levels, which favors a

singlet state.18 A dip in the conductance was observed in this
region. The study discussed in the present paper includes this
singlet-triplet transition regime as a special case, but mainly
focuses on a different variety of interference effects that are
present even for a very small energy difference between the
levels in the quantum dots. Our main picture is based on the
notion that charge transport can occur with different phases
when electrons cross different levels of a quantum dot, rather
than a singlet-triplet competition. Alternatively, our results
can also be visualized as interference between two Kondo
states: one withS=1 and the other withS=1/2.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the
discussion of formalism, mainly the model and technique, is
presented. In Sec. III, the case of one dot with two levels is
studied, in detail, showing unusual interferences in transport.
The analysis of the integer-spin Kondo effect, which appears
here in the interesting region of parameters, is presented in
Sec. IV. It is well known that this type of state could enhance
the conductance near singlet-triplet transitions.14,15 A pos-
sible intuitive explanation of the effect is given in Sec. V. An
analysis of other cases, where similar effects were found, is
discussed in Sec. VI, and the conclusions are provided in
Sec. VII. Other effects analyzed in the paper include the
possibility of observinglocalized statesnear the dots. One
such localized state in the QD can cross the Fermi level of
the system without contributing to the conductance, but af-
fecting the transport of other levels through the Coulomb
interaction. This is shown to lead to discontinuities—as op-
posed to cancellations—in the conductance versus gate volt-
age.

II. ONE DOT WITH TWO LEVELS: FORMALISM

The main system that will be analyzed in this paper, and
especially in this section, consists of one quantum dot with
several interacting levels, connected to ideal leads. It will be
argued that—mainly due to the many-body interaction—in a
transport process, these levels can carry a different phase, as
shown schematically in Fig. 1, giving rise to a complex con-
ductance pattern including destructive interferences(i.e., an
“internal” Bohm-Aharonov effect appears to be dynamically
generated). To model this system, the impurity Anderson
Hamiltonian with two levels(a andb) is used. The portion
corresponding to the isolated dot is

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the main system studied in
this paper, consisting of one quantum-dot with two levelsa andb.
The two possible paths carrying different phasesFa and Fb are
shown.
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Hdot = o
l=a,bs

U/2nlsnls̄ + U8/2o
ss8

nasnbs8 +

− Jo
ss8

cas
+ cas8cbs8

+ cbs + o
s

fVgnas + sVg + DVdnbsg,

s1d

where the first term represents the usual Coulomb repulsion
between electrons in the same level, which for simplicity is
considered equal for both. The second term represents the
Coulomb repulsion between electrons in different levels(the
U8 notation is borrowed from standard many-orbital studies
in atomic physics problems). The third term represents the
Hund couplingsJ.0d, which favors the alignment of spins;
and the last term is simply the energy of the states regulated
by the gate voltageVg. Note that the levela is assumed to be
separated fromb by DV, and by modifying this parameter,
an interpolation between one- and two-level physics can be
obtained. The dot is connected to the leads(represented by
semi-infinite chains) by a hopping term with amplitudet8,
while t is the hopping amplitude in the leads. More specifi-
cally,

Hleads= to
is

fclis
+ cli+1s + cris

+ cri+1s + H.c.g, s2d

Hint = t8 o
s,l=a,b

fcls
+ scl0s + cr0sd + H.c.g, s3d

whereclis
+ scris

+ d creates electrons at sitei with spin s in the
left (right) contact. Site 0 is the first site at the left and right
of the dot, for each half chain. The total Hamiltonian is

HT = Hdot + Hleads+ Hint. s4d

Note that forVg=−U /2−U8+J/2−DV/2, the Hamiltonian is
particle-hole symmetric.

Using the Keldysh formalism,19 the conductance through
this system can be written as

s =
e2

h
ut2GlrseFdu2frseFdg2, s5d

whereGlrseFd is the Green’s function, which corresponds to
moving an electron from the left lead to the right lead;eF is
the Fermi energy; andrseFd is the density of states of the
leads(assumed the same left and right, for simplicity),

rsvd =
− 1

p
ImH sv + ihd − Îsv + ihd2 − 4t2

2t2
J . s6d

To use Eq.(5) uGlr u2 must be calculated. This quantity has
two contributions, one corresponding to transport through
patha and the other through pathb. From the equations of
motion,20 which correspond to an exact expansion of the
Green’s function,21 it can be shown that

Glr = g̃lt8Gar + g̃lt8Gbr , s7d

whereg̃l are the Green’s function of the first left contact and
Gar sGbrd is the dressed Green’s functions to move from the
statea sbd to the right contact.

The two terms in Eq.(7), involving Gar and Gbr can be
evaluated independently. To calculate the phase difference,
the following expression was used

iDF = logHGar

Gbr

uGbru
uGaru

J . s8d

The conductance is proportional touGlr u2 and, using Eqs.
(5), (7), and(8), it can be written as

s = sa + sb + Îsasb cosDF, s9d

wheresa andsb are the partial conductances given by

sa =
e2

h
ft2g̃lt8rseFdg2uGarseFdu2, s10d

sb =
e2

h
ft2g̃lt8rseFdg2uGbrseFdu2. s11d

An exact cancellation of the conductance can occur when
sa=sb and DF= ±p as a consequence of a destructive
interference process. In the same way, the situation with
DF=0 andsa=sb can be considered as a constructive inter-
ference.

The zero-temperature Green’s functions for this problem
were calculated using an exact-diagonalization(Lanczos)
method22 to obtain the ground state and the Green’s func-
tions of a small cluster containing the many-body interac-
tions. This is followed by an embedding procedure to rees-
tablish the rest of the leads.7,23The first step in this technique
is to separate the system in two portions. One of them is a
cluster containing the levelsa andb (interacting region) and
also including the first few sites—left and right—for each
contact. The total number of levels in the cluster is denoted
by L. For one two-level quantum dot, this corresponds toL
−1 sites, because one of them has two active levels. Since
Kondo physics will be important in this analysis, treating
exactly, not only the dot, but also some sites belonging to the
leads allows for a proper quantitative consideration of the
spin-singlet Kondo “cloud.” The other portion in the problem
corresponds to the rest of the contacts. Denoting byĝ the
exactly calculated Green’s functions(at T=0) of the cluster,
the rest of the system can be incorporated using the Dyson

equationĜ= ĝ+ ĝt̂Ĝ, wheret̂ is the matrix elements that con-

nect the cluster with the contacts andĜ is the dressed
Green’s function.

To take into account possible charge fluctuations inside
the cluster, a linear combination ofĝ’s calculated with a
different number of particles is considered. For this purpose,
ĝp=s1−pdĝn+p ĝn+1 is defined, whereĝm is the Green’s
function for m particles. With the dressed Green’s function

Ĝp, the total charge inside the cluster after the embedding is
calculated usingQp=−1/pe−`

eF oi Im Gii
psvddv. On the other

hand, the charge in the cluster before the embedding process
was qp=s1−pdn+psn+1d. These two quantities must be
equalsQp=qpd, defining a self-consistent equation forp.

One of the important scales in this problem is the broad-
ening of levels of the dot due to the interaction with the
leads. This energy scale,G=pt82rseFd2, defines the Kondo
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temperature for the case of a spin-1/2 inside the quantum
dot.2 The coupling values used in this paper are(unless oth-
erwise stated) U=0.5t, U8=2/3U, J=U−U8, and t8=0.2t,
that allows for a fast convergence with the cluster size.7 Fix-
ing the values for the Coulombic interaction couplings is
only for simplicity, to avoid exploring a vast parameter
space. ConsideringU8 to be smaller thanU is reasonable
because the latter is expected to be the largest Coulombic
interaction. The equation forJ is borrowed from atomic
physics problems,24 and it gives a reasonably small value for
the Hund interaction in units ofU. In addition, we selected
the ratioG /U to be close to the experimental values.25

III. CONDUCTANCE CANCELLATIONS IN
MULTILEVEL DOTS

Using the Lanczos method to evaluate the Green’s func-
tions of a small cluster followed by the embedding process
described in Sec. II, we have calculated the conductance, the
charge of the QD, and the phase difference Eq.(8) as a
function ofVg. Unless otherwise stated, we used the smallest
possible cluster sizeL. For the case analyzed in this section,
the smallest size isL=4, which corresponds to two “lead”
sites and two levels in the dot. Toward the end of this section
we analyze the convergence of the results increasingL. In
Fig. 2, we show the conductance for several values of the
energy separationDV between the two levels of the dot. At
large DV [Fig. 2(e)], the levels are well separated and the
interaction between them is weak. The conductance shows
just two wide peaks associated with the standard Kondo ef-

fect for each level. Note that the width of these peaks isU,
and with increasing temperature, this broad peak will trans-
form into two sharper peaks corresponding to the Coulomb
blockade. This physics has been discussed at length in pre-
vious works,7,13,16and it basically amounts to the behavior of
single-level QDs, which is natural at largeDV.

Far more interesting results are obtained by reducingDV.
For instance, in Fig. 2(d) a thin central peak is already ob-
served. This peak seems to be the consequence of a construc-
tive interference between the two possible channels, in a re-
gion where a state with total spinSD=1 is formed, as will be
discussed more extensively below. Upon further decreasing
of DV [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)], the two largest structures began
to interact with the thin central peak, which increases its
width, and a more complex pattern emerges. With the levels
of the dot getting closer, it is more likely to have them popu-
lated at the same time; and due to the Hund coupling, the
state withSD=1 has a high probability for the case of two
electrons in the dot, giving rise to a spin-1 Kondo effect
within the central peak. The other two peaks are associated
with SD=1/2 and 1 and 3electrons in the dot. ForDV
ø0.5t, dips in the conductance are clearly observed, and
later we will show that these cancellations are related to in-
terference processes. Finally, atDV=0 [Fig. 2(a)] several

FIG. 2. Conductance for five different values ofDV. The con-
ductance(in units of e2/h) is shown in solid lines and the phase
difference(divided by p) in dotted lines. WhenDV is the largest
energy [DV=2t (e)], two structures similar to those found in a
single-level QD, separated byDV, appear in the conductance. The
case(d) is similar, but sinceDV is not large enough, an extra thin
peak appears aroundVg=−1 (this peak is shown with more detail in
Fig. 8). WhenDV decreases, these structures began to interact giv-
ing rise to dips in the conductance, as shown in(b) and (c) for the
casesDV=0.2t andDV=0.5t (DV=0.2t is studied in more detail in
Fig. 4). Finally, in the limit DV=0, the conductance dips are trans-
formed into discontinuities.

FIG. 3. Conductance(in units of e2/h) in a narrow range ofVg

and DV. The discontinuity atDV=0 is transformed into a dip for
finite values ofDV.

FIG. 4. (a) Conductance(in units of e2/h), (b) phase difference
(divided by p), and (c) partial conductances, forDV=0.2t. The
dips, indicated by “a” and “b” in(a), are in regions where the
phase difference jumps top producing an exact cancellation when
sa=sb.
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discontinuitiesappear in the conductance. It will be argued
that these discontinuities are a consequence of the existence
of localizedstates at the dot. These states are not of direct
relevance for the transport of charge, but when the gate volt-
age moves them below the Fermi level of the leads, they
simply increase the charge of the quantum dot, which indi-
rectly affects transport through the Coulombic interaction.
Note that forDV=0, the phase difference between levelsa
and b is zero, since the Green’s functionsGa2 and Gb2 are
equal. Thus, no destructive interferences are observed, but
discontinuities can still occur.

In Fig. 3, it is shown how one of the conductance discon-
tinuities is rapidly transformed into a dip asDV increases
from zero. In Figs. 4–6, we can observe, in detail, the case
with DV=0.2t. Figure 4 shows the conductance together with
the phase difference and the partial conductance. Clearly, the
zeros of the conductance are in regions whereDF=p. Then,
from Eq. (9), the dips must occur when the partial conduc-
tancesa and sb take the same values. More detail for dip
“b” is shown in Fig. 5 where thick arrows point to the zero in
the conductance and the location wheresa=sb. The dot
charge for the sameDV is shown in Fig. 6. The central peak
in the conductance occurs in the regime where two electrons
are in the dot, in different levels. It can also be observed that

the total charge at the QDsosnas+nbsd does not show the
characteristic sharp plateaus of the Coulomb blockade re-
gime; here, the electrons are entering in the QD in a
smoother way because the Coulomb interaction is compa-
rable to the hopping amplitudet [Fig. 6(b)].

Similar results, except for the case ofDV= t, are shown in
Fig. 7. In this situation, the largeDV well separates the levels
a andb, and as a consequence, one of the levels is charged
almost completely before some charge starts to enter into the
other level[Fig. 7(c)]. The latter occurs at theVg, where the
conductance peak is observed.

To better understand the physics associated with the thin
central peak for the caseDV= t shown in Fig. 2, the conduc-
tance and the phase for this case is presented in more detail
in a narrowVg range in Fig. 8. We can observe that the
partial conductancessa and sb are individually small
s,0.25d, but as the phase between the two channels is 0 they
contribute in a constructive way, inducing a peak in the total
conductance.

Our results have been obtained solving exactly a rela-
tively small cluster and, then, approximately reaching the
bulk limit using the Dyson equation. It is important to verify
that our results are robust if the cluster size increases. In Fig.
9, the convergence of the conductance with increasing clus-
ter size atDV=0.2t is shown. Remarkably, the diference be-
tween L=8 andL=20 is less than 0.5%, showing that the

FIG. 5. Conductance(in units of e2/h), phase difference, and
partial conductances forDV=0.2t for the “b” dip of Fig. 4(a).
Thicks arrows shows the gate potential where the conductance can-
cels,DF=p andsa=sb.

FIG. 6. Conductance(in units of e2/h), total charge of the QD,
and charge at each level for the caseDV=0.2t. The charge of the
level a is indicated with a continuos lines, while the charge ofb is
shown with a dashed line. The central peak emerges in the regime
where there are two electrons in the dot, in different levels.

FIG. 7. Conductance(in units of e2/h) and charges for the case
DV= t as a function of the gate potential. These results should be
compared against those of Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. Conductance(in units of e2/h), phase difference, and
partial conductances forDV= t for the central peak shown in Fig.
2(d). The partial contributions to the conductance(sa andsb) have
the same shape as in Fig. 4, but now the phase difference between
them is zero. This phase difference creates a peak where in the other
situation appears a dip.
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results presented here are nearly exact. The fast convergence
is a consequence of the local characteristics of the dot,
namely, all the important physics effects are contained in the
small cluster solved exactly. The fast size convergence shows
that even using the smallest cluster, the results are already
qualitatively correct.

It is important to remark that the cancellations observed
here do not crucially depend on the couplingsU8 andJ be-
cause they are present in our results even forU8=J=0, as
shown in Fig. 10. Also for completeness, in Fig. 11 the case
of a largeU8=2t is shown. Even though the situationU8.U
is unphysical—since the Coulomb repulsion in the same
level should be larger than for electrons in different
levels—it is interesting to note that theU8 energy plays a
role similar to that ofDV. Since the energy to have a second
electron inb is related toU8−J+DV, for a largeU8 (with a
J with the same sign as considered before), the system reacts
as with largeDV. Figure 11 contains two differents cases for
DV=0, one of them with a ferromagnetic Hund coupling
J= uU−U8u.0 (a) and the other with an antiferromagnetic
couplingJ=U−U8,0 (b). In the first case, since the Hund
coupling is proportional toU8, we observe the three-peak
structures for the conductance with a central peak associated
with the SD=1 states. In the second case,U8 and J try to

eliminate theSD=1 states and the conductance has a similar
structure as shown in the previously study example with
DV= t [see Fig. 2(d)].

IV. INTEGER-SPIN KONDO EFFECT

Recently, transport through a dot connected to two leads
has been experimentally studied as a function of the dot-level
separationsDVd, tuned by an external magnetic field. For a
dot with an even number of electrons, it has been shown that
the Kondo correlations formed between theSD=1 triplet
state of the dot and the spins of the leads has a strong influ-
ence on the current.14 This problem was theoretically studied
using a mapping onto a two-impurity Kondo model.15,16

Figure 12 shows schematically the different situations that
could arise as the number of electrons inside the QD is
changed using the gate voltage. Starting from the upper left
(a), we have the case where the gate potentialVg is above the
Fermi level and there are no electrons inside the QD. Levela
is separated from levelb by the energyDV. DecreasingVg,
as shown in Fig. 12(b), one electron populates levela, and
the energy to add an extra electron inb will be DV+U8−J,
since an extra energyU8 is paid because of the Coulomb

FIG. 9. Convergence of the conductance with the size of the
exactly solved clusterL for the caseDV=0.2t. Dotted lines are for
L=4, continuous thin lines forL=8, and dashed lines forL=12.
Extra points forL=16 andL=20 are shown with crosses and dia-
monds, respectively.

FIG. 10. Study of the conductance and total charge whenU8 and
J are not active. Shown are results for the caseU8=J=0 (solid line)
compared with the previously shown results atU8=2/3U and
J=U−U8, both atDV=0.35. The effects are qualitative the same in
both cases.

FIG. 11. Conductance(in units of e2/h) with large U8=2t. In
(a), shown is the case with a ferromagnetic Hund coupling
J= uU−U8u and in (b) with antiferromagneticJ=U−U8. Both fig-
ures are forDV=0.

FIG. 12. Schematic representation of the different situations that
could occur in a two-level QD as the gate voltage changes. For
more details see the text.
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repulsion and a −J energy because of the spin coupling. The
system now is in the Kondo regime for transport ifT,TK.
DecreasingVg even further, a second electron could enter the
dot. The spin of this second electron defines the transport
properties because the total spin of the QD can beSD=1
[with a Kondo resonance for temperatures belowTKsS=1d] or
SD=0 with no Kondo effect. In the right-lower frame(d), the
second electron entered in the lower energy statea. The
energy of this configuration will be of the formES=0=2Vg
+U. On the other hand, if the second electron enters the dot
with the same spin as the first one, forming anSD=1 state,
we will have the case as shown in the left-lower frame(c).
The energy of this state in the Kondo regime will be of the
form ES=1=2Vg+DV+U8−J−TKsS=1d.

16 For DV.U−U8
+TKsS=1d, we expect a transition from theS=1 state(right-
lower frame) to theS=0 (left-lower frame).

Note that the spin of the dotSD is not a well-defined
quantum number, because the QD is not isolated. In the
L=4 cluster, we found that the ground state used for the
calculations has a spinSD−0.7426[calculated from the rela-

tion kSWD
2lcluster=SDsSD+1d], at DV=0.2 andVg=−0.6 (par-

ticle hole symmetry). Since the number of particles at this
gate potential is 2, we deduce that the ground state can be
expressed as a combination of states withSD=1 and 0, with
a weight of 86% forSD=1. In the caseDV= t, we obtain for
the particle-hole symmetric gate potential a total spin
SD=0.352, which corresponds to a 60% chance of having
SD=1.

One way to confirm that the central peak in Fig. 4(a)
indeed originates in aSD=1 state is by reducing the value of
J, making less probable the ferromagnetic coupling between
levelsa andb. Figure 13 shows the conductance for the case
shown in Fig. 4(a) plus two differents cases with the same
values ofU, U8, andt8, but differentJ’s. In (b) with J=0 we
observe a narrow central peak showing that the effect per-
sists due to theTKsS=1d energy. For negative values ofJ, as
shown in (c), the ferromagnetic state is even less probable
and the central peak is more narrow. This peak must dissa-
pear for larger negatives values ofJ [i.e., uJu@TKsS=1d]. All
this evidence suggests that it is the spin-one Kondo effect
that is responsible for some of the effects discussed here.

V. UNDERSTANDING THE INTERFERENCE
IN THE CONDUCTANCE

The previous analysis showed that the origin of the three
peaks in the conductance can be traced back to a Kondo
effect that occurs for 1, 2, and 3 electrons inside the dot.
However, it remains to be understood what causes the con-
ductance cancellation between them. It is expected that the
two paths—througha and b—are responsible for the inter-
ference, but a more detailed explanation would be desirable.

A. Origin of the p phase difference

To understand how the phase difference arises let us first
study thecluster Green’s function. In Fig. 14, the real and
imaginary parts ofgar and gbr are shown for the case of
DV=0.05t, and a gate potential where the relative phase isp
sVg=0.108td. Since the cluster is by definition a finite sys-
tem, these two Green’s functions are simply a collection of a
large number of poles. ForDV=0, level a is equal tob in
energy, and both Green’s functions must have poles at ex-
actly the same positions. We expect that for a smallDV their
features must still remain similar. The most important infor-
mation arising from Fig. 14 is that the poles at approximately
the same energy corresponding togar andgbr near the Fermi
level sv=0d have differentsignsin their weights. This means
that those single poles have a phase difference ofp, which
causes the interference.

Other special property of the bare(cluster) Green’s func-
tion is shown in Fig. 15. In this figure, the imaginary parts of
gaa andgar for DV=0.05t andDV=0 are shown. While for
DV=0.05t both Green’s functions have poles at the same
positions, atDV=0 the weight of the poles near the Fermi
level for gar are zero. This is a characteristic of alocalized
state(see Sec. V C).

To understand these two properties we have to analyze the
nondiagonal Green’s functionsgar andgbr in their Lehmann
representation:26

garsvd = o
l

kf ucasufllkflucrs
+ uf l

v − sEf − Eld + ih
+ o

l

kf ucrs
+ ufllkflucasuf l

v + sEf − Eld + ih
,

s12d

FIG. 13. Conductance(in units of e2/h) for differents J cou-
plings.(a) corresponds to the caseJ=U−U, (b) is atJ=0, and(c) is
for a large negative caseJ=−0.5t. The central peak disappears when
the ferromagnetic spin correlations are eliminated at even larger
negativeJ. More detail can be found in the text.

FIG. 14. Density-of-states of the bareL=4 cluster, for the cases
DV=0.05t andVg= =−1.082t. The Fermi level lies atv=0.0. Note
the relative change of the weightsigns for the poles nearv=0,
when comparing the Green’s functionsgaN andgbN.
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gbrsvd = o
l

kf ucbsufllkflucrs
+ uf l

v − sEf − Eld + ih
+ o

l

kf ucrs
+ ufllkflucbsuf l

v + sEf − Eld + ih
,

s13d

where uf l and Ef are the ground state and its eigenenergy,
hufllj is a complete basis of Hamiltonian eigenstates with
eigenenergiesEl, andh is an small number(typically 10−7).

Both Green’s functions have poles in the same positions
v= ± sEf −Eld. For simplicity, only the first term in Eqs.(12)
and (13) will be analyzed, but the study presented below is
qualitatively the same for the second term. As the matrix
elementkflucrs

+ uf l is the same for both Green’s functions, it
is clear that they only can have a phase difference inp if the
matrix element kf ucasufll has a different sign than
kf ucbsufll.

This change in the sign of the matrix elements can be
understood based on the “reflection” symmetry between lev-
els a and b. For the caseDV=0, the transformationa→b

must leave the Hamiltonian invariant. The operatorÔr asso-
ciated with this operation commutes with the total Hamil-
tonian and has eigenvalues 1 and −1(if the states are even or
odd under this transformation). The complete basishflj used
in Eqs.(12) and (13) can be expanded into two other bases
hfl

+j and hfl
−j, depending on whether the states are even or

odd,

Ôrufl
+l = ufl

+l, s14d

Ôrufl
−l = − ufl

−l. s15d

The destruction operators for thea andb levels transform as

cas = Ôr
+cbsÔr . s16d

Suppose the ground state is an even stateuf+l (we confirmed
this numerically). Then, there are two kinds of matrix ele-
ments, kf+ucasufl

+l and kf+ucasufl
−l. These two matrix ele-

ments must be compared to their corresponding matrix ele-
ments, calculated with the operatorcbs. Using Eqs.(15) and
(16) we have

kf+ucasufl
+l = kf+ucbsufl

+l, s17d

kf+ucasufl
−l = − kf+ucbsufl

−l. s18d

Then, some of the poles of Eqs.(12) and (13) carry weight
with differents signs. WhenDV is different from zero, the
weights are different but the difference in the signs remains.

B. Interference betweenS=1/2 and S=1 Kondo states

Note that the conductance cancellations mainly occur for
values of the gate voltage where the charge of the dots is
changing, for example, from 1 to 2. This suggests that an
alternate way to visualize the interference process is to imag-
ine the ground state in this intermediate regime as a linear
combination of two Kondo states, one corresponding to a
spin-1/2 at the dot and the other to a spin-1 at the same dot.
In fact, in the important range of gate voltages considered in
our study, the charge at the dot is not sharply defined; thus,
this approximation is reasonable. The interference could
arise from a destructive process between the transport corre-
sponding to each of these two nearly degenerate states. This
hypothesis will be analyzed more extensively in future stud-
ies.

C. Localized states

The transport properties of the system are related to the
Green’s functionGlr [see Eq.(5)]. The Lehmann representa-
tion of this Green’s function contains matrix elements such
kf+ucrs

+ ufl
−l, with associated poles atv=Ef −El. Note that for

DV=0 this matrix element must be zero as the operatorcrs
+

does not change the symmetry of the stateufl
−l. Then, the

resulting statecrs
+ ufl

−l is odd under the reflectionÔr and
orthogonal tokf+u. As a consequence of this symmetry, the
transport Green’s functionGlr misses the poles atv=Ef −El
for the fl

− states. However, these poles still appear in the
dot’s density of state. This time the associated matrix ele-
ment is of the formkf+ucas

+ ufl
−l. Since the operatorscas

+ and

cbs
+ do not commute withÔr (just the symmetric or antisym-

metric combination of these operators commute withÔr), the
statecas

+ ufl
−l is not orthogonal tokf+u.

This fact produceslocalized statesin the QD due to the
poles associated with the statesuf−l (located atv=Ef −El)
that are present ingaa andgbb (the elementkf+ucrs

+ ufl
−l does

not appear in these Green’s functions), but they arenot
present in the Green’s function that transports electrons from
one lead to the other(gar or glr). This fact explains the results
observed in the right frame of Fig. 15. WhenDV is not zero,

this is no longer valid becauseÔr does not commute with
HT.

The important consequence of this effect is that some
states do not contribute with their resonances to the conduc-
tance. However, when one of these states crosses the Fermi
level, the QD is charged abruptly. Then, the many-body
properties of the system also change abruptly, producing the
discontinuities in the conductance, shown in Fig. 3.

One way to eliminate the symmetry betweena and b
could be by using a different diagonal Coulomb repulsion for

FIG. 15. Comparison between the imaginary parts ofgaa and
gaN, for the casesDV=0 andDV=0.05t, working atVg=−1.082t for
the L=4 cluster. The pole ingaN near the Fermi level disappears
(i.e. carries no weight) at DV=0.
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both levels. In Fig. 16 we can see the conductance, the phase
difference, and the partial conductances for the case with
DV=0 and Ub=Ua+0.1t. Note that the first discontinuity
remains because for one or zero electrons in the QD, the
different Coulomb repulsionsUa andUb are not active and
the symmetry is not broken. In this case all the physics re-
lated to the poles associated with the symmetrya-b dis-
cussed above could be applied and the discontinuities shown
in Fig. 2(a) appears.

VI. CONDUCTANCE CANCELLATION IN SIMILAR
SYSTEMS

In this section, we discuss two other systems where a
similar interference process is also operative.

A. Two coupled QDs

The first system to analyze consists of two coupled one-
level quantum dots, one of them side connected,27,28 as
shown schematically in Fig. 17(a). The two dots(A and S)
are described by the HamiltonianH=Hdots+Hleads+Hint,
where

Hdots= o
s,l=A,S

hU/2nlsnls̄ + Vgnlsj + tao
s

cAs
+ cSs + H.c.,

Hint = t2o
s

cAs
+ fcls + crsg + H.c.

As these are two physically separated quantum dots, we will
neglect the termsU8 andJ used in Sec. V. Here, dotA is the

only one connected to the leads, by a matrix elementt2. Hlead
is the same as in previous sections.

Considering the two dots as a “dimer,”Hdots can be re-
written in the basis of bonding and antibonding states,29

c+s = 1
Î2

fcAs + cSsg, s19d

c−s = 1
Î2

fcAs − cSsg. s20d

With this transformation, it is easy to visualize the two pos-
sible paths that produce the interference in the conductance
(shown in Fig. 17). In the new basis, the matrix element that
connects the dimer state with the leads ist8= 1

Î2t2. Note that
the total charge in the two dots does not depend on the basis
used, sinceknAs+nSsl=kn−s+n+sl. Also note that these
bonding and antibonding states have a diagonal single energy
of value Vg−=Vg− ta and Vg+=Vg+ ta. For this reason, the
matrix elementta plays the same role that 2DV had in the
case of a quantum dot with two levels analyzed before.

FIG. 16. Nonsymmetrica-b case, where the Coulomb repul-
sions in both levels are different, i.e.,Ub=Ua+0.1t. Dips in the
conductance are observed even withDV=0, due to the explicitly
broken symmetry. More details can be found in the text.

FIG. 17. (a) Schematic representation of a system of two
coupled QDs, one of them side connected. In this case, each dot has
only one level.(b) Equivalent system after the transformation Eqs.
(19) and (20). The two possible paths in the transformed basis are
shown.

FIG. 18. Conductance(in units of e2/h), phase difference and
partial conductances as a function of the gate potentialVg, for the
geometry shown in Fig. 17. The parameters used, in units oft (the
bandwidth isW=4t), are ta=0.12, t2=0.25, andUi =0.5. In (a),
two zeros in the conductance as a function ofVg are shown.(b)
The phase differenceDF near these zeros jumps to −p. In (c), the
partial contributions to the conductances− and s+ are given. For
Vg=−Ui /2, we can observe a constructive interference process
wheres−=s+ andDF=0.

FIG. 19. Conductance(in units ofe2/h) and charge as a function
of Vg, for the same parameters used in Fig. 18. Shown are(a) the
conductance vsVg, (b) the charge at the bonding and antibonding
dimer states, and(c) the charge at the real dots A and S.
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As in the previous sections, we can define the conduc-
tance as a function of the partial conductances through chan-
nels “1” and “2”, as well as the phase difference between
them ass=s++s−+Îs+s− cossDFd. In Fig. 18, we show
the results for the conductance, phase and partial conduc-
tancess+ ands− for the case equivalent to that presented in
Fig. 2(b). Here, the dot-coupling factorta used is 0.12t.
Again, a three-peak structure in the conductance can be ob-
served. The zeros in the conductance appear when the phase
jumps to −p. This is a destructive interference process simi-
lar to that shown in Fig. 4 forDV=0.2t.

As in Sec. III, the results presented here correspond to the
smallest cluster sizeL=4. In the final part of this subsection
the convergence with the sizeL will be analyzed. In Fig. 19,
the conductance and the charge of the dimer states and dots
are shown. The charge of the dimer states presents the same
behavior as the charge of the two-level dot studied before.
The charge in the individual dots shows a slow increase for
dot A, and a step-function-like behavior for dot S. This indi-
cates that while the dot coupled to the leads is in a transition-
valence regime and the charge enters slowly due to the
Kondo resonance, the other one is in a Coulomb-blockade
regime.

Increasingta, the dimer states are split and the two-dot
system can now be represented by one QD with two levels,
with a largeDV,2ta. This is shown in Fig. 20. In the last
two figures(Figs. 21 and 22), the convergence with the clus-
ter size is shown for the conductance and the charge. As
before, a fast convergence is observed. In the case of the
charge of dot S, note that the wavy behavior found for the
smaller cluster is replaced by a plateau when the cluster size
increased.

B. Two coupled QDs with two levels

In this section, the case of two QDs in series will be
analyzed, each with two levels, as schematically shown in
Fig. 23. The Hamiltonian that describes this problem in-
cludes

Hdots= o
i=1,2H o

s,l=ab

U/2nilsnils̄ + U8/2o
ss8

niasnibs8

− Jo
ss8

cias
+ cias8cibs8

+ cibs

+ Vgo
s

fnias + sVg + DVdnibsgJ
+ o

s,l=ab

t9fc1ls
+ c2ls + H.c.g, s21d

Hint = t8 o
s,l=a,b

fc1ls
+ cl0s + c2ls

+ cr0s + H.c.g, s22d

wherecils
+ creates an electron at the doti in the levell with

spin s. The Hamiltonian, which describes the leads, is the

FIG. 20. Conductance(in units of e2/h) for three different
values of ta. (a) ta=0.12 (reproduced here for comparison), (b)
ta=0.24, and(c) ta=0.48. For ta=0 the side coupled dot is not
connected and the conductance presents the characteristics of one
QD (not shown). Increasingta, the side coupled dot starts to par-
ticipate in the transport, and interference effects appear. For largeta,
the system—represented by the dimer states—is equivalent to one
dot with two levels, separated by an energy 2ta+U.

FIG. 21. Convergence of the conductance with the cluster size,
for the case of the side-connected dot. The parameters are the same
as in Fig. 18.

FIG. 22. Convergence study of the charge at dot S increasing the
size of the cluster exactly solved. For the smaller cluster, we found
important changes aroundVg=−U /2, but eventually the system
converges to a plateau for a sufficiently large cluster. The param-
eters are the same as in Fig. 18.

FIG. 23. Schematic representation of the system of two coupled
QDs with two levels. The two possible paths carrying different
phasesFa andFb are shown
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same as before. Then, the total Hamiltonian isHT=Hdot
+Hleads+Hint. As in the case of two QDs with one level each,
we can rewrite this problem in the dimer-state basis. It is
well known that in this kind of system, a splitting in energy
between the dimer states must occur.7,30–32This separation is
related to thet9 matrix element.

As before we present the results corresponding to the
smallest cluster size. For this case,L=6, which corresponds
to two sites to describe the leads and four levels to describe
the two dots with two levels each. Figure 24 is the equivalent
of Fig. 2 for the case of only one QD. The conductance for
severalDV’s is shown. As in the previous case, at largeDV
there are two split structures corresponding to the Kondo
regime for the 2QD with one level. An intermediate case
DV=0.9t, where these two structures start to merge, is also
shown. WhenDV=0, similar structures can be observed as
found in previous cases, where every discontinuity was split
in two due to the dimer bonding, antibonding states.

In Figs. 25 and 26, the conductance and the phase for a
very smallDV=0.01t are presented. In this case theDV=0
discontinuities are transformed into narrow dips. In Fig. 26,
the first two dips are shown. They qualitatively correspond to
the splitting of the first dip in the 1QD case. The phase in
Fig. 26 does not present the abrupt jumps that were found for
1QD, but the dips nevertheless occur when the phase takes
the valueDF= ±p.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated systems where inter-
ference effects in the conductance can arise in multilevel
quantum dots. Although there are no obvious different paths,
as in a AB interferometer, transport using different levels
inside the QD can produce such interference. Using an exact
diagonalization plus embedding technique the phase differ-
ence between these paths was calculated. When this phase
difference is ±p, a destructive interference can appear. An
important aspect of these results is that the conductance can-

cellations can occur in the absence of external magnetic
fields—usually used in AB experiments—and also without
introducing, at the Hamiltonian level, any relative phase for
the hopping amplitudes of the states involved. The Coulom-
bic interaction is the main responsible for the effect, which
can also be visualized as an interference betweenSD=1 and
1/2 Kondo states.

Another important effect found in this investigation is the
possibility of having localized states inside the QDs. These
states do not contribute to the conductance, but they modify
the many-body physics of the systems through Coulombic
effects. These localized states induce discontinuities in the
conductance versus gate voltage for particular couplings,
while, in the most general case, conductance cancellations
are observed.

The results presented in this paper will hopefully provide
motivation to experimentalists to refine their measurements
to search for conductance cancellations. While our conduc-
tance versus gate voltage curves should be cautiously used to
compare against experiments—since the details of the results
vary as a function of parameters, and in addition, most re-
sults were obtained using only two active levels—the ideas

FIG. 24. Conductance of two coupled quantum dots, each with
two levels, for three different cases ofDV (large, intermediate, and
zero). (a) When DV is the largest energy, two structures separated
by DV appear in the conductance, similarly as for two coupled
one-level QDs.(b) WhenDV decreases these two structures start to
overlap producing dips in the conductance.(c) A more complex
conductance structure with several discontinuities is obtained in the
limit DV=0

FIG. 25. Conductance(in units ofe2/h), phase, and partial con-
ductances for a smallDV=0.01t, in the case of two coupled two-
level QDs. Typical dips in the conductance will be analyzed in Fig.
26. Near the gate potentialVg=−0.5, a constructive interference
occurs. The phase is zero and the partial conductance becomes
,0.25, inducing a constructive phase process for electron transport.

FIG. 26. First two dips in the conductance for the smallDV case
shown in Fig. 25. Both partial conductances(sa and sb) have a
zero near the dips, but not at the same time. Then, the dip in the
overall conductance is produced by a phase interference process
induced byDF= ±p.
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presented here are expected to be robust. When multilevel
quantum dots with interacting electrons are considered, can-
cellations are the rule more than the exception.

Experimental realizations of quantum dots with many ac-
tive levels are possible. Recently, Aikawaet al.33 observed
that quantum-dot states can be classified into a small number
of states, which are strongly coupled to the leads, and a large
number of states weakly coupled to those leads. The mixing
between these states was found to be of relevance to explain
transport experiments. It is clear that many theoretical calcu-
lations must be revisited to incorporate the multiplicity of
levels in dots. This is also important if transport properties
through atoms are studied. This is more challenging experi-

mentally than the study of relatively larger-size quantum
dots, but possible. In the case of atoms, degeneracies are
natural in open-shell atoms, and a variety of interference
processes as those observed here are possible.
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